
 Wheeled – Free Range Chicken Feeder  

Are you searching for the most efficient way to feed your birds?  

Simply fill at the silo or from a bulk bags. You then tow to the paddock and so significantly reduce 

labour time and money with the ease and convenience of the Paton Wheeled Chicken Feeder.  

Product Overview:  

Bulk feeding chickens through a dispensing hopper/feeder means more time spent on other important things 

around the farm and more efficient use of labour.  

Paton’s chicken feeder is the best wheeled feeder on the market for your hens. Fully weather proof, featuring 

dual verandas for weather protection and a wide, hinged swing open lid for quick access for refilling.  

Featuring two 2400mm specially designed Paton feed doors that are fully adjustable, and easy to clean. Birds 

won’t perch inside these as the design makes them slippery and difficult to balance on. A wooden perch rail pro-

vides the birds with comfortable access to feed. Our specially designed trough contains all feed and reduces 

wastage. The head trays minimize waste allowing you to get the most out of your feed.  

A strong sub-frame ensures a no fuss tow when hauling fully loaded, the unit even features a mounting hitch so 

multiple units can be linked together and towed together.  

Key Features:  

 1 tonne capacity  

 100% galvanised construction  

 Strong sub-frame for strength and longevity  

 Weather verandas for birds to sit under  

 Perching rail provides a stable platform to allow them to reach into the troughs for grain.  

 Head tray to prevent ‘flicking’ of grain  

 4800mm total feed area length for birds to perch  

 Quality wheels and tyres  

 Dimensions 4m (L) x 1.5m (W) x 1.4m (H)  

 

 Product Code: LFSF24WC  

 50 Leather Street Breakwater, Geelong 3219 PH: (03) 5248 8373 Fax: (03)5248 8717  

Website: www.paton.net.au  


